3M™ Stamark™ Pavement Marking Tape
Series 270

High-visibility glass beads, built-in reinforced
netting and ease of installation capabilities
make 3M™ Stamark™ Pavement Marking Tape
Series 270 the durable solution for improving
intersection safety.

3M™ Stamark™ Pavement
Marking Tape Series 270
According to the FHWA, “ … half of all highway crashes and
injury crashes occur at, or are related to, intersections.”1
3M™ Stamark™ Pavement Marking Tape Series 270 can help
improve intersection safety by clearly marking stop bars,
crosswalks, symbols, legends and channelizing lines—
for both day and night visibility.

• Easy application. During the normal marking season, there’s
no need for surface preparation adhesives with Stamark Series
270 tape. Adhesion to properly prepared pavement surfaces
above 40°F is almost as easy as unwind, apply and tamp.

A durable solution for
intersection safety
Intersections are not only tough places for vehicles, but also a
challenging application for pavement marking products. Stamark
Series 270 tape is designed to resist the destructive forces
at intersections with high performance materials and strong,
reinforced netting embedded into the tape. It’s available in both
white (270) and yellow (271).
• Superior daytime visibility. An exceptionally white
or yellow base material is protected by a tough,
polyurethane topcoat to resist dirt and ensure
long-lasting daytime road presence.
• High reflectivity at night. Stamark Series 270 tape is
embedded with glass beads on a raised diamond pattern,
ensuring high visibility to drivers during nighttime hours.

• Extended season productivity. When applying tapes outside
the normal marking season, an easy-to-use surface preparation
adhesive allows you to apply Stamark Series 270 tape when
temperatures are above 40°F, increasing productivity and
boosting application flexibility for both agencies and contractors.
• 3M technical assistance. As a global company with local
resources, 3M is much more than just a supplier of pavement
markings. Our experienced representatives and technicians can
show you how to improve roadway visibility and safety, reduce
long-term costs, properly apply pavement marking materials,
and maintain your roadway marking projects.

Tough polyurethane topcoat

1.5 and 1.9 index glass beads for superior nighttime visibility

• Reinforced toughness. A durable net material is embedded
deep into the tape to minimize shear and tearing.
FHWA Safety Program, March 2009

Durable, bead-filled polymer base
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Pressure-sensitive adhesive

This cross-section of 3M™ Stamark™ Tape Series 270 shows how 3M’s advanced
technologies make this tape a durable value for intersection safety.

To learn more about 3M™ Stamark™ Pavement Marking Tapes or 3M’s full line of traffic safety products and
services, go to 3M.com/roadwaysafety or contact your local 3M representative at 1-800-553-1380.
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